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Abstract 

Undoubtly it can be said that climate and how weather conditions effect on building shape including limited 
architecture elements which has been noticed at the beginning of making shelter by human beings and the principle 
of this need has not been changed by passing time and changing the styles and movements and definitions of art 
and beauty and changing needs and attitudes and expanding architecture   spaces. In this article with a different 
attitude it is tried to express instrument and ways of achieving climatic design goals in new Iran zoning with the 
help of different way in which by recognizing main factor or factors of making climatic crises in building (cold 
,heat ,humidity, raining,…) during the course in which lead to parts  from generalities ,it provides the best 
conditions of climatic design production. On such basis, different design phases are divided to five parts including 
society and distribution of units, determining generalities of building framework  structure design of plan and 
frontage, landscaping and design of building executive details by introducing different ways for dealing with crisis 
factors or using pleasant weather condition in each phases provide possibility of optimal utilization from natural 
conditions for building cooling and heating and providing comfort conditions  noticeably that consequently  it has 
reduction of refrigerating and heating plant, reducing costs of fuel and installation, reducing natural environmental 
pollution and such cases. 
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Introduction 

In Iran, due to variety and difficulty of climatic conditions in desert regions, the role of passages and open spaces in 
setting weather conditions for pedestrians and even neighborhood buildings are of specific importance. It can make 
different conditions from micro climate because of deployment, aspects and proportions and materials used in walls 
and covered or uncovered pathway,(Tahbaz and Jalilian 1390).For comprehension of this role, climatic conditions 
of pathway should be measured in different seasons and compared with urban climate in order to make positive or 
negative changes due to constructions over micro climate. Theory of sustainable development and sustainable 
architecture are from the most controversial issue of contemporary architecture. Actually sustainable architecture is 
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a comprehensive issue and like previous attitudes don’t lead to architecture style and despite the fact that it's main 
concern is relevant to environment issue, it uses all previous attitudes which notice at a kind of architecture which 
seek profit from maximum environmental capacities for consumers comfort and they apply instruments and 
intelligent strategies in this way while unpleasant conditions of constructions lead to minimum (Remezani Goorabi, 
1389).Climate issue in sustainable development discussion is basic and determinative discussions because issue of 
sustainable development, thrift in energy consumption especially fossil and lack of renewable energies and climatic 
design of cities building and framework play a significant and determinative role in reducing fuel consumption and 
preserving for future generation. The study of vernacular  buildings in each climate, this point can be taken clearly 
that all vernacular buildings are designed and built completely .On basis of climatic principles and for maximum 
use of natural energies and dealing with annoying heat and cold that has been with culture of every region 
completely and  vernacular architecture has been defined (Ghobadi, 1379).On the other hand, climate and natural 
structure are two main and effective issues in cold and mountainous climate by attention to specific topographic 
conditions have deeper effect on forming early city core and then future city developments (Ali madadi , Ali 
Reza,1390).Energy crisis and necessity of thrift in its consumption also turn necessity of revision in the way of 
construction to one of the main elements of country designing and planning. This issue especially in small cities in 
which have always less resources than big cities, is more vital (Tahbaz,Mansooreh and collegues,1390).one of the 
effective steps in the case of achieving sustainable architecture is the designing on the basis of architecture 
principles and every region that has its own specific strategy and many of these stratagem in vernacular architecture 
is seen. Sustainable attitude pay the most domain of its own attention to environmental issues and utilization from 
natural resources. It points to economic, social and cultural aspects and beauty issues. In this attitude, problem 
solving is mostly based on economic and natural, ecology, social and cultural features of regions are considered. 
Buildings should be responsive to many climatic needs of building or the building is off high importance for special 
reasons in comparison with the other one. Buildings should be designed in a way that can be responsive to goals, 
ideals and needs of residents of every region.accordingly,by using valuable experiences in vernacular and 
traditional architecture between architecture and nature, simple integration, introversion, privacy and… can be used 
for architecture advancement and progress of this country and achieving lofty goals(Biranvand,1389).This research 
aims at surveying  sustainable construction of Iran traditional architecture located in hot and cold regions and 
consequently survey of design strategies of cities and buildings framework are appropriate with these elements in 
order to play a significant role of in mentioned issues and sustainable development discussion in our country 
architecture in Iran. Climate and weather conditions have been noticed as basic elements of biological space 
shaping since long ago and old men experiences of this art country has turned to principles which have the best 
response for providing comfort conditions. On the other side, basis of climatic works that have been on basis of 
knowledge of building and now is used by relevant organs and organizations, are based on Iran division by four 
climatic groups and the most complete and last Iran climatic zoning research and studies in this case and was 
finished by order of housing and building research center in 1310, is just unknown and unfamiliar to most 
architectures, professors and students on the basis of this division. We can look for instrument and ways of 
achieving climatic design goals with the contribution of different way that by recognizing main factor or factors of 
making climatic crisis in building (cold, heat,humidity,raining,..) during the course which leads to parts from 
generalities. On such basis, different phases are divided to five sections including: 

1. Society and distribution of units 

2. Determining building framework structure generalities 

3. Designing plan and frontage 

4. Landscaping 

5. detailed design of executive building 

There is a positive and thinkable point in this way, paying to other architecture angles along with responsibility to 
climatic issues, if possibility of observing all climatic issues in building design was not possible by attention to 
importance priority of other effective factors in shaping building in generalities. They will be paid at next layers of 
designs. Each mentioned factors in five paragraphs above pay attention to general shaping of parts of building that 
we explain the vast range of studies and lack of possibility of paying to all of them in this article in first and second 
cases. 
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A) Way of deployment, society and distribution of units: 

In Iran, due to variety of weather zoning by attention to how sort of units along with each other and generally, 
Structure shaping of sets and urban textures is of significant importance in controlling rate of heating energies and 
climatic conditions by glimpse to primogenitor valuable architecture heritage of this country and bad effects 
analysis of crisis factors over building. We can conclude that in a general rule, when temperature factor (heat or 
cold) is the reason of making crisis conditions above, units and public texture structure should be complex as far as 
possible and be avoided from open and scattered sort. This leads to reducing unpleasant air infiltration of outdoor 
environment to interior spaces and consequently reducing exit of appropriate produced air in interior spaces to 
exterior environment. By reducing permeable surfaces, exterior building walls through increasing common walls 
and prevention from turbulence of cold or hot airflows with the contribution of texture comparison, we can achieve 
the pleasant result but when temperature and humidity can be effective as crisis factor in definition of climatic 
region conditions, first priority in layout of set texture sort is humidity problem solving. Stagnating steam has many 
bad effects for building in this kind of weather, as far as possible it is necessary to contribute distribution of units 
sort and set texture to infiltration of airflow and transferring stagnant humid air by these flows. So effective factor 
in shaping texture, and making appropriate distance between different neighborhood units for easiness of airflow 
access to relic stagnant humidity among them. 

B) Generalities of framework building structure: 

Framework building structure generalities means one building framework and organizing public frame. 

Factors which are surveyed in this paragraph including: 

B-1.determining building deployment direction 

B-2.building frame (proportion of exterior surface to useable volume) 

B-3.the ratio of location of building deployment to floor (+-00) 

B-4.frame and slope of ceiling 

 
B-1) Determining building deployment direction: 

Determining building deployment direction is relevant to two main factors, firstly, ratio of radiated heating energies 
to upright barrier and secondly direction of blowing annoying wind. We should notice this point that in many cases 
every two above factors necessarily don’t suggest one direction for building and sometimes it is possible that 
Survey results of above factors for determining building deployment direction has basic difference with each other. 
In these cases, we chose an direction for building that is responsive to many climatic building needs or is of high 
importance for specific reasons in comparison with the other one. For determining building deployment by using 
first factor, radiated solar energy charts over upright surface should be used.by noticing crisis conditions of every 
region, rotation direction is chosen for building that has the best response to circumstance of inappropriate outdoor 
temperature. This issue means in regions which first climate design priorities are considered to deal with cold, an 
direction should be selected for building rotation that attract the most ratio of radiated heating energies to upright 
barriers in comparison with that directions in winter and vice versa. In groups which heat is considered as main 
crisis factor, rotation direction is chosen for building that its chart suggests receiving the least ratio of heating 
energies of upright barriers in summer in order to determine building rotation by using second factors, firstly crisis 
season of a desired region should be determined and then with reference to chart, direction of prevailing winds, 
way of building deployment is selected in the way that have the least clash ratio of annoying wind flows with 
building barriers. This means in regions that cold crisis factor make most annoyance for building, direction of 
prevailing winds in cold months and in regions that crisis factor is heat, direction of prevailing winds in hot months 
should be basis of decision making of building rotation for dealing with inappropriate wind flow. As mentioned 
above, In order to determine direction of building deployment in different climatic groups, temperature factor is of 
high importance and air humidity has no importance role in determining building rotation direction. 

b-2)Building frame: 
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Both temperature factors (heat and cold) and humidity as a factor for making unfavorable conditions are 
considered, public building frame should be determined in a way which should be responsive to high 
environmental humidity. It aims at being chosen a frame for building in which exterior surface proportion of 
building to useable volume of building increased as maximum as possible. In this case, the clash ratio of air flows 
with different building surfaces increased that this makes stagnant air move and natural ventilation of interior 
spaces increased. Open frames with long segments and many of making crisis(heat or cold) is considered, 
proportion of surface of exterior building barriers to useable building volume should be reduced as least as 
possible. Exterior cold or hot air infiltration to suitable interior spaces through barriers which are exposed to open 
air, it reduced this possibility. Shapes have closed frames with compressed segments and lack of volume breakage 
and their structure generalities are similar to spherical and curve volumes, the best response for dealing with 
unpleasant exterior temperature conditions and by using them, the ratio of produced refrigerating and heating 
energy waste in interior spaces reduced as least as possible. 

b-3) The ratio of location of building deployment to floor: 

Determining the ratio of building deployment location to floor Both temperature factors (heat or cold) and humidity 
are effective for buildings located in weather groups are considered the only factor. Temperature for making 
inappropriate environmental conditions in them, due to having unpleasant air temperature conditions should be in a 
way that wastes due to cold, hail, snow, sleet cold wind, sand and dust storm, high temperature and … reduced as 
least as possible. Most of difficult weather conditions in cellar are stabilized or reduced sensibly. So putting part of 
building in earth depth or raising soil surface is a positive point that can be considered for designing buildings of 
these climatic groups. Air humidity will be crisis factor in one region. In order to prevent soil humidity infiltration 
to building and providing possibility of air flow passage from infrastructure for transferring stagnant humidity and 
making natural ventilation, the ratio of building floor should be located at higher position to floor. This issue is 
sometimes possible with stone or wooden seat and by piloting building. 

b-4)roof frame: 

Crisis conditions of heat, cold, humidity and raining should be surveyed for determining roof frame separately. In 
regions which air cold is considered crisis factor and raining is much .Snow itself functions as appropriate heating 
insulation and to large extent it prevents from heating energy wastes of interior building spaces. It is necessary that 
roof frame is considered at the time of snowing; snow is laid over it and doesn’t slip downward. This issue suggests 
necessity of roof gentle slope prediction in the way that provides easy passing possibility and storm slip over its 
own. In regions which air heat is regarded as crisis factor, using roof frame of domical or cupola shape is suitable 
for having specific features. First feature of domical roofs is that due to having curve shape, they provide 
possibility of wind slipping over its own walls and are not serious obstacle in front of unpleasant hot winds or sand 
and dust storm. Secondly domical roofs are always exposed to air flow blowing due to having jut and this is 
effective for reducing heat that roof receive extreme sun radiation, thirdly part(3) always receive less heat than part 
(1) because sun radiation is not the same over the roof in domical or cylinder roofs and this is effective in reducing 
dome temperature. Fourthly spreading hemisphere shape roof is approximately as much three times as theorem 
surface. From geometry viewpoint, harsh sun radiation intensity over round body reduced and low section of 
domical or round ceiling find less temperature.Fifthly,round shape is more appropriate than other shapes for 
bringing  out  heat radiation which goes off at night and preparing cooling at night, i.e. Heat which building body 
gives, drives out better and sixthly in two-crust  domes, space between two dome layer like heating insulation 
operates and makes interior crust cold in comparison with exterior crust and finally in regions which high humidity 
along with much raining are considered main crisis factor, building frame should be predicted in a way of slope and 
in the way that guide rain current downward and easy utilization possibility of winds along with raining are 
provided. By introducing mentioned different ways for dealing with crisis factor or using pleasant weather 
conditions in making decision for way of society and distribution of units and determining framework  building 
structure generalities, the possibility of useable utilization of natural conditions for building heating and cooling 
and providing climatic comfort are provided noticeably that consequently it brings about reducing refrigerating and 
heating plant, reducing fuel and equipment costs, reducing natural environmental pollution and such cases that all 
of them will be contribution to sustainable development and preserving earth resources. 
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